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“Flavor Long, what do you indicate? Mr. Hannigan is my distinguished visitor. Just how dare 

you insult him?” Liam scolded coldly. 

” Identified guest?” 

Tang Long quickly suspected that he was hallucinating. 

How could Samuel, this loser, be Liam’s recognized visitor? Even if he represented the Sue 

household, Liam would certainly not provide him deal with similar to this. 

” Liam, he is Samuel. You didn’t blunder him for someone else, did you?” Tang Long 

confirmed once more. 

Liam snorted coldly as well as claimed, “Mr. Hannigan, I’m sorry. As a worker, he is looking 

down on you. You can do whatever you desire.” 

 

Tang Long was stunned when he saw Liam bowing slightly. 

If it was just an auditory hallucination, it could not be an illusion currently. 

Exactly how could that be! 

 

” Just how could it be feasible?” 

Did Liam worth the Sue household so much? 

However, there were way too many institutions in Cloud City that were extra powerful than 

the Sue family. Even if they did not accept the Sue family members, it did not issue. A lot of 

people were waiting in line to accept Weakriver Real Estate. 

” Flavor Long, do you still keep in mind the bet just currently? Samuel looked at Flavor Long 

coldly. 



Kneel for 3 days! 

Flavor Long didn’t believe Samuel can make it, so he accepted the bet. 

Just How could Tang Long do such an outrageous point? 

” Flavor Long, you would certainly better maintain your pledge. Or else, I can only terminate 

you. I can make you incapable to discover a job in Cloud City, and all firms will certainly not 

dare to utilize you.” Liam threatened. 

Flavor Long was entirely shocked. It really did not matter if he shed this work. At most, he 

would lose a better chance to create. 

However he believed Liam’s ability. If Liam actually said that, no person would certainly use 

him among Cloud City. 

” Liam, I.”. 

Samuel was strolling towards the firm, adhered to by Liam, that really did not say a word, 

leaving Tang Long dumbfounded. 

” Kneel or not?”. 

If he knelt, he would lose face, if he really did not, he would lose cash! 

In the end, Tang Long selected to kneel down honestly. Self-respect was not as essential as 

money, and he didn’t want to shed this task. 

” For a moment of embarrassment is absolutely nothing. When I obtain an important setting 

in the Hannigan household, Liam Jude will be only garbage in my eyes.”. 

Samuel was a good-for-nothing. Exactly how could he understand Liam, as well as how 

could he be regarded as a VIP by Liam? 

When Samuel left the home, he saw Tang Long stooping on the ground. He grinned slightly. 

This man looked tough, but he needed to bend down in front of cash. 



” Samuel.” Flavor Long stood as well as strolled to Samuel’s side when he saw him. He said, 

“I say sorry to you for my foolhardiness earlier.”. 

Regardless of what his relationship with Liam was, in Flavor Long’s sight, he needed to 

withstand embarrassment currently. Only by maintaining his job could he have a possibility 

to approach the Hannigan household and be put in a vital placement by them. 

Flavor Long believed that he would be able to pick up eventually. On that particular day, 

both Samuel as well as Liam would be squashed under his feet. 

 


